


An ad testing solution for the development and  

evaluation of advertising.

As a marketer, you spend a lot of money on your advertising  

budget - and you don’t take that responsibility lightly.

Before investing in a new campaign, you need to know it will work 

for your brand.

At Insightrix Research®, we developed our advertisement  

testing solution to be the most comprehensive tool for  

assessing, predicting and optimizing ad performance - in 

most cases, for less than $4000.00* per ad! 

Whether you have an individual advertisement or a cross-

channel campaign, we can help you.

Insightrix AdCheck

What is it?
A pre-testing research tool to assess advertising  

before it is launched via consumer testing to  

measure and maximize ad effectiveness and  

purchase intent.

✓ Minimize risk of ineffective ad spending.

✓ Increase and drive sales.

✓ Inform advertising efforts to achieve  
greater effectiveness.

* Cost of measurement depends on incidence of audience being targeted. Please call for quote.           

Volume discounts will apply for those who test multiple ads over a period of time.



Your brand invests significant resources in television, print,  

online and social media marketing.

It is important to know your ad will have a high probability of  

success. Not employing creative testing can come at the cost of  

your brand’s reputation.

The Insightrix pre-testing solution both facilitates and

informs more effective creative, as well as more efficient

advertising spending.

It costs the same to air an  
effective ad as an ineffective ad.

Early stage  
pre-testing can  

ensure final  
production costs are 
invested in the BEST

creative.

Insightrix® AdCheck will optimize and enhance your ad copy for the  

greatest impact and identify the most effective creative to produce and  

run, allowing you to allocate your media budget by putting extra 

spending behind proven, strong advertisements.



Get Solutions
Insightrix AdCheck can help address many core questions integral toadvertising  

creation.

Find the answers you’re
looking for.

Access the Insightrix  
AdCheck solution to  

measure ad effectiveness
and boost your ad  

optimization.

IS YOUR COPY THE BEST IT COULD BE?

o Will it break through the background noise?

o Could it be better?

o What specific changes will make it more effective?

IS THE COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVE?

o Are the product/service benefits clear?

o Does it meet your branding objectives?

o Is it reaching the right audience?

WILL YOUR COPY PERSUADE?

o Will consumers actively seek out the product/service featured?

o Will consumers look for your product/service the next time they shop?

o Will they buy your product/service?

WHICH OF YOUR ADS IS THE BEST?

o How does the ad compare to other ads you have produced?

o Will consumers like it?



The Insightrix Research® Advantage

✓ Owns the largest online 

research panels in 

Saskatchewan and Manitoba

✓ Access to national and  

international sample from our  

panel partners

In the world of advertising, it is all about making critical  

decisions within tight timelines.

Relax – we’ve got it from here!

We will access respondents from the Insightrix® proprietary 

online research panels or employ one of our national or 

international sample providers and achieve an incredibly fast

turnaround.

How fast? We will go from data collection to providing final results 

through your own Insightrix AdCheck online interactive portal in 

just 3 to 5 days.

Our standardized design enables us to finalize the  

questionnaire and go into field within just a few days.

Scorching Fast Timelines.
Actionable Insights.



Scorching Fast Timelines.
Actionable Insights.

Overall, your topline results will be made available within just  

3 to 5 calendar days.

Take advantage of topline reporting to get answers.

Get the relevant data you need – fast.

Using real-time reporting

through the AdCheck online 

interactive portal, our researchers 

can give you practical and valuable

insights you can put into action 

right away.

Our experienced researchers will draw on insight from 

our own extensive company repository of norms, case 

histories and project analyses to analyze and present 

your findings.



Creative brief  
sent to  
Insightrix to  
prepare the  
questionnaire  
for pre-testing

Animatic  
films/storyboards  
delivered by ad  
agency/client
2 working days  
before fieldwork

*Fieldwork:  
2-3 days,
depending on
the target  
segment and  
sample size  
required

Debrief Call + Topline
Report: Same day 
and in real time as 
data collection is 
completed using the 
Insightrix AdCheck 
online interactive 
portal

By working closely with Insightrix® and providing a creative brief and advertising stimulus, we  
can achieve exceptionally rapid turnaround.

* Fieldwork might vary based on sample size and target group.

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2

Step 4

Insightrix AdCheck Pre-Testing Solution:
A total of 3–5 calendar days turnaround



Ad Check Portal: Summary Dashboard



AdCheck Creative Testing  
Toolbox

ENGAGEMENT

Will the ad get into the consumer’s mind
and be remembered in association with
your brand?

How efficient is the ad at generating cut-
through for your brand?

BRAND ASSOCIATIONS

Does the ad affect brand associations in the  
right way?

MOTIVATION

Do brand associations make it more  
desirable at key decision-making moments?

Other diagnostic measures to  
understand brand memorability:

✓ Likes/dislikes
✓ Emotive tracking
✓ Standout
✓ Story recall
✓ Brand cues
✓ Brand fit
✓ Brand focus
✓ Differentiation vs. other advertising
✓ Uniqueness of message



Actionable insights for quick &  
cost-efficient results

Insightrix AdCheck is a quantitative monadic advertising

pre-testing solution in which each respondent sees and

evaluates only one advertisement at a time to eliminate

order bias and ensure consistency of advertising norms.

Methodology &  
Standardization

More is better…

We recommend a minimum sample size of n=100 for each  

creative to ensure stability, and to analyze and interpret  

the results in a pre-testing environment.

Within the same monadic pre-testing  

solution, we will are able to evaluate how  

all the vehicles within a single campaign  

are working together.

Test all of your ad copy – regardless of  

the channel on which you choose to 

promote it:

✓ Television
✓ Print
✓ Digital

✓ Pre-rolls
✓ Radio

✓ Outdoor



The Insightrix® proprietary database 
enables your organization to evaluate 

ad effectiveness vs. previous campaigns.

Standard diagnosis and KPIs can  
be executed more quickly to meet

tight timelines.

Advertising Norms

Put our experience to work for you.

Insightrix® works with all major clients in Western Canada.

Keeping in mind clients’ needs in the advertising and media  

space, we have developed consistent metrics to help  

benchmark advertisement across categories and build  

industry norms.

Currently, we have norms available for  

legacy and digital advertising in the post-

testing and pre-testing environment across

a range of industries.

Methodology &  
Standardization



Methodology &  
Standardization

Put the Insightrix® AdCheck methodology  
to work for your creative.

Using standardized copy-testing measures based on a  

battery of questions, we can help you quickly execute  

your research project, meet tight timelines and build  

norms.

The metrics we provide are easy to understand and to  

act on for your marketing team.

This encourages learning and sharing of best  

practices across your organization, building your in-

house capabilities for the creation of more highly  

impactful ads.

And that is
why our survey

design
is flexible.

This means we can  
work with you to  

accommodate your 
individual and specific 

campaign requirements.

No campaigns are  
ever the same...



What’s Possible Using the Agile Online AdCheck Portal?

Key assets Description

Diagnose a single creative in animatic format before 

final production measures effectiveness and 

provides guidance for creative improvement.

Provide diagnosis of single creative in finished film.

Measure effectiveness and provide guidance for 

minor edits to finished film.

Study to explore single/multiple creative(s) in 

storyboard format.

Help identify best idea(s) to take forward.

Storyboards
/concepts

Animatic

Finished

Degree of change 
possible

Direction for final 
production.
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Test either single or 
multiple creative(s) or 
create new ones.

Minor changes to finished film: 
• Edits: take out scenes 

with little impact, add   
new visuals, etc.

• Change background 
music, voice-over, etc.

M

M = medium impact

H = high impact



Stay Connected formore  
information about  
Insightrix AdCheck.

FASTER.

Quick turnaround means your advertisements get into  

field faster.

QUALITY.

Test your creative using high-quality sample sources  

and benefit from the proven expertise and experience  

of Insightrix®.

COST-EFFICIENT.

Ensure your production costs are invested in thebest  

ad campaign possible.

(TOLL FREE) +1-866-888-5640

INSIGHTRIX.COM 

INFO@INSIGHTRIX.COM

Insightrix AdCheck
is your advertising pre-testing solution.

https://insightrix.com/
mailto:info@insightrix.com

